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ARCHAEOLOGISTS UNLOCK HISTORIC DISTILLERY SITE DISCOVERIES 

National Trust for Scotland archaeologists have revealed more details from their 

recent dig at the old site of The Glenlivet Distillery. 

Excavations took place in October on the original site where whisky pioneer George 

Smith established the first licensed whisky distillery in Speyside in 1824. 

The week-long dig not only uncovered part of the footprint of the building, but a 

whole range of artefacts and features connected to whisky-making. 

National Trust for Scotland Head of Archaeology, Derek Alexander, said that the 

team was ‘quite surprised by the level of preservation’, which gave them an 

incredible amount of detail relating to the layout and facilities in the distillery. The 

distillery appears to have been a three-sided courtyard, open to the north. In the 

southern range, the archaeologists found the foundations of two fireboxes that 

probably heated the underside of the wash still and the spirit still. 

The prized find was the brass keyhole cover from a Gottlieb patent type Excise Lock, 

which is particularly exciting as it was probably used to lock the spirit safe. These 

padlocks were patented in 1829 and used as the standard padlock by the Customs 

and Excise. They contained an insert of paper which if broken would indicate that 

the lock had been tampered with. 

In addition, they found parts of the wall remaining to at least 60 cm high, the 

exterior south-east corner of the courtyard complex, two fire boxes, containing lots 

of ash, cinders and coal. Large pieces of iron were recovered from both the fire 

grating and the doors which were used to control the fire. Sections of copper pipes, 

the base of a wood barrel/tub with an iron hoop, a copper cup were also uncovered. 

https://www.flickr.com/gp/133918740@N04/34pE27


Derek said: “This dig has given us an even greater insight into the foundation of 

licensed whisky making than we’d ever hoped. As one of the first licensed distilleries 

in Scotland the old site of The Glenlivet distillery was right at the forefront of an 

exciting new industry – it was kind of the tech start-up of its day. Seeing how it all 

started is fascinating and is a great continuation of the stories we have uncovered at 

National Trust for Scotland places, where we find evidence of earlier, illicit whisky 

activity. We can’t wait to go back and see what more we can find, and this time, we 

hope to be able to invite more members of the public to get their hands dirty on the 

dig.” 

Alan Winchester, The Glenlivet’s Master Distiller said:  ”It was brilliant to get stuck in 

on the dig last month and it amazed me just how much of the original building and 

its features were not only uncovered but preserved too. To discover parts like the 

copper pipes, the base of a barrel and even the brass keyhole cover from an Excise 

Lock that would have been seen by George Smith himself when creating one of 

Scotland’s first licensed whiskies is fascinating, and I can’t wait to return and see 

what else we can find.” 

The dig at the old site of The Glenlivet is the subject of the National Trust for 

Scotland’s latest Love Scotland podcast. Host Jackie Bird talks to Dr Daniel Rhodes, 

National Trust for Scotland Archaeologist and The Glenlivet’s Master Distiller Alan 

Winchester on the new episode released on 26 November 

- https://www.nts.org.uk/stories/for-the-love-of-scotland-podcasts 
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Commenced in August 2020, Pioneering Spirit is a 3-year partnership between the 

National Trust for Scotland, the charity that for 90 years has protected Scotland’s 

most loved places and The Glenlivet, the original Speyside single malt whisky, which 

aims to uncover and share the history and impact of whisky production across 

Scotland. The project is the first of its kind and will see archaeologists carry out field 

work across the Highlands to reveal the impact of whisky distilling on Scottish 

history. 

The National Trust for Scotland is the conservation charity that over 90 years has 

saved, maintained and shared many of the country’s most loved places, rich with 

history, heritage, nature and culture. The charity celebrates Scotland’s heritage and 

with almost 100 places in its care, there’s a place for everyone to love. 

The National Trust for Scotland relies on the support of its members and donors to 

carry out its important work of caring for the natural and built heritage that people 

from Scotland and across the world all love, ensuring its future for everyone to 

enjoy. 
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Support the National Trust for Scotland and help them protect the places we all 

love. Become a member at www.nts.org.uk. 

About The Glenlivet 

Created by George Smith in 1824, The Glenlivet is the Original Speyside Single Malt, 

renowned for its heritage as a visionary within the single malt category. With its 

smooth and fruity flavour profile, The Glenlivet has contributed the biggest volume 

growth of the single malt category worldwide, adding more than any other single 

malt whisky brand over the past five years (IWSR, 2016). Acting as the guardian for 

outstanding quality and craftsmanship within single malts, The Glenlivet is 

dedicated to continuing this legacy and has led innovation within single malt in 

recent years. Standout initiatives include the release of The Glenlivet Code, a 

mystery single malt, and the creation of The Glenlivet Founder’s Reserve, a great 

representation of the distillery’s signature style. www.theglenlivet.com 

@TheGlenlivet 


